Information Sheet for Recruitment

A. Company Information
Name of company: Dolphin Concepts Limited
Nature of business: Embedded Systems Development
Address: A 10, Unit B-E, 11th Floor, Genesis, 33-35 Wong Chuk Hang Road, Hong Kong
Company website: http://www.dolphinconcepts.com
Contact person: Recruitment Manager
Position: Recruitment Manager
Tel. no.: 3460 5170
Fax no.: 3319 1485

B. Job Information
Position offered: Assistant Developer
Type of employment: [ ] Summer/Winter Internship (Period: )
[ ] Extended (1-yr) Internship (Period: )
[✓] Graduate Employment
Number of vacancies: 2
Job description: Assist in R & D project development (Hardware/Software)
Design product/system under the lead of manager
Develop firmware on embedded system (wireless related products)
Conduct testing and analysis on the product under development with documentation
Conduct feasibility study on new project and perform preliminary test to prove the design
Work location: [✓] Hong Kong [✓] Mainland [ ] Others
Fields of studies: [ ] All Disciplines
[✓] Computer Science / Electronic Engineering / Computer Engineering
Skill requirements: Experience in MCU or embedded system programming in assembly and embedded C
Knowledge in electronic circuit design, RF circuit and sensor circuit will be an advantage
Strong analytical and problem solving skills
Good interpersonal skills, collaborative and willing to share knowledge, experience and opinion with team member
Passionate about new technology and producing quality software
Occasional travel to China and oversea will be required
Salary: Starting salary will be commensurate with qualifications and experience
5.5 days works a week (with occasional flex arrangement)

C. Application Details
Application method: [✓] Mail to above address [✓] Email to: recruit@dolphinconcepts.com
[ ] Fax to:
Documents required: [✓] Resume [✓] Transcript [ ] Covering letter
Application deadline: Please return the completed form by E-mail: eebonniechan@ust.hk